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Special Fertilizer
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The more I study the fertilizer ques"
SFKKD TH· PLOW."
tion the plainer does it appear to mj
of general machinery, steam ei
Hanufacturer
work, spool machinery anil tooli
mind that the so-called special fertilizer*
dies and drills made an ί
are a means of deceiving the farmer who
*7ts set screw», taps,
mowing and threshing mi
Correspond'. nee on practical agricultural topic * is
•viialrv' 1 -ewlng.
out well posted upon fertilizer quesall Unite, presses, guns, pli
U solicitai
Address all communications li
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traps. etc.. neatly and promptly
tended for this department to HKN&r I j] tions, and considered in that sense the
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to
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done
water
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piping
11 ινχοκι», Agricultural Editor Oxford Oen ι- special fertilizers are frauds,
viire-l. Steam
says a writocrat, Paris, Me.
er in The Epitomist.
The idea of a
υ. park.
chemist, who knows nothing of the elements contained in the soil on which the
Licensed Auctioneer,
Orange
Interesting
Meeting.
fertilizer
is to be used, preparing a
MAINS.
SOUTH PARIS,
An all day session of Norway Grang 9 special fertilizer for a certain crop is not
Moderate.
Terms
No. 45 opened in form at 11 o'clock Jun ) a practical one. The special crop fertil13th. Worthy Master Roberts in th izer is to be used upon soils that are as
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chair. In spite of its being very wet an 1 variable as can be.
It is requiring too
Attorneys an«l Counsellor· at Law,
rainy, haviug rained hard all night much of the chemist to expect him to
MAIN*.
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about 2W patrons were in attendance a t prepare a fertilizer to suit all soils by
Department.
the opening. This being intended to b 3 preparing a single mixture in the proper
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a red letter day in the grange and th
ratio to be most economical for one farm
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hall being small the use of the oper > in the growing of any special crop. Not
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the
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hall was secured for
meeting.
only this but the special fertilizer for
was a wise move on their part for evei
this farm is recommended for every
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with the great rain storm, the open t other farm no matter what the couMAIN Κ
PARIS,
SOUTH
house was well tilled. The great featurt > ditions. I have selected three different
work warrante<l.
of the day was to be the conferring ο
All my best
special fertilizers manufactured by three
the .>rd and 4th degrees upon a class ο
different firms and recommended as
11 r. JOHBL
S), 34 of them being present. Following specials for corn. The first one contains
routine business officers pro tern tool 8 per cent phosphoric acid, less than 1
Dentist,
the chairs, the regular officers retiriu» : per cent of nitrogen and 2 per cent of
It.
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to
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admitted, ">4 strong, and duly receive*! tilizers by tho manufacturers and they
12 High Street.
lift au i residence,
the degree which was given in a very im- show quite a difference in the ratios of
tho different elements, almost as much
pressive and instructive manner.
r. SMITH,
At the proper time the harvesters auii sis is found in any mixed goods. Now
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gleaners, represented by the auxiliarj if either of the three is right, which ono
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upon the minds of all.
at
Law,
Attorneys
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C. Park.
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enjoyed
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fruits of labor prepared by the worthy he says that a corn fertilizer should conI HN S. HARLOW,
tain 2 percent nitrogen, 7 perc ent phossisters.
The 4th degree was conferred upon phoric acid and β per cent potash. If
Attorney at Law,
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for impressive and instructive work it facturers are all wrong. If we underwould be bard to excel. The auxiliary take to use a special fertilizer why not
K. BROOKS,
work was finely rendered and is a credit compound the ingredients in the same
to the grange and all connected with ratio that they are found in tho crop to
Attorney at Law.
the organization. The degree team was be grown? Then the fertilizer will bo
Notary Public.
organized through the efforts of Sister just what the average farmer thinks he
MAIN·.
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Ella Kowe, she bringing the mitter be- is buying when he is led to buy a special
the motion fertilizer. If this was done a fertilizer
atten- fore the
I Elections receive my prompt per-onal
grange and making
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which started the work. She has also for corn that would be expected to grow
Is
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claim
Iteiiiiuancc» made day
served as pianist for all their rehearsals. fifty bushels of corn per acre must supply
All matters reported on promptly.
W. Master Roberts has been drill mas- thirty-one pouuds bf phosphoric acid,
and eighter, the results testify to his zeal and sixty-seven pounds of nitrogen
is about the
ability in this line of work. The regular ty pounds of potash, as this
officers aided by IT sisters and brothers atnouut of the different elements that
costumes are would be removed in the grain and
Veterinary Surgeon,
compose the team. Their
This stalks with fifty bushels of corn. This
tas.y and neat, but not expensive.
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from
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office an : Kc-ldence,
Maine. and could well be emulated by all any special fertilizers prepared for corn.
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Cost of Silage.
them an itam of expense
Veiled Slate# of America, District of Maine. ss. brings upon
and detracts in a
The high price of farm lands and the
In the 1'nited States District Court In an<l for which is hard to bear
s»M District.
measure from the true teachings of the
%
present crop of soft corn on top of a
v« λ:
IsUit' Matter of
order.
crop last year, little of which was marI ,n iu.kru.dcv
FRANK H WIIΚ ΚΙ. Κ R
Nearly every grange can follow the ketable as grain, is creating groat inof Rum ford, in the Count? ; /"
of forming I terest in the silo. I want to say in my
uf oxford an.I District of I
ipetltlo... lead of Norway in its method
J
Maine.
and manner of conducting a degree feeble way that tlie feeding value of
To the Honorable Clarence Hale, Judge of Cite
i'lstrict < "urt of the l'nlted States for the Dis- team with profit.
silage and dry fodder are not alike.
trict of Malue
The drill necessarily takes much time I What is left—after fodder is cured and
The petition of Milllken Tonillnson Co. a cor
to
and practice aud unless one is willing
weathered—may feed all right, but
juration existing by law and located at Portland
must not go into there is a loss of over twenty per cent
hi the County of Cuinlierlamt an<l District of work and practice one
I).
Conant,
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Fied
Maine. Dai lei H Patrick
this line of work.
by the drying, that must be deducted
fxtth of il l Potlaml, copartners 'loins business
Those brothers aud sisters composing from the/dry fodder before what is left
Patrick Λ Co., ami
un i»»r flrtn name of Conant.
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to
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and the silage "is anywhere near equal."
«;. »:man Hawkes Co. a corporation existing by
Norway's auxiliary
said Portland, respectfully mended for their personal efforts in this
j« iii'l located at
This summer we have had a little new
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the
many
I experience with the com crop. We had
That Frank II. Wheeler, of Rumfonl. County matter, attending promptly
four acres of Held corn, in addition to
uf 't'nrd, and state of *'alue. has for the great- rehearsals necessary.
er portion of six months next preceding the
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1.1.· ,1.1 :y of Oxford, and State and Dl-trb-t gram
silo and corn cutting was hired, and the
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afore-.i:
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That the number of all the creditors of
Reuiarks were ofTered by Bro. Rev. J. I cost per acre, put in the silos, was exFrank II. Wheeler Is more than twelve.
a
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brother
Little of S. Paris. This
actly §3.3$. not including the dinners of
That your petitioners are creditor·* of said H.
told several the men. This cut, husked the corn,
Κrank H. Wheeler having provable claims very interesting speaker,
as
a
I
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ill.·
pu ηiu the aggregate in excess
stories showing his standing
went to mill, and put the crop at the
That the good
». them, to the sum of
ι:,.'·· I»
and a "jiner" among other good I north end of tho manger at one job. It
farmer
claims
nature and amount of your jietltloner»'
tre as follows
thoughts offered he presented the fact cost $1 per acre to cut the field corn; it
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M;i lii η T'omliiison Co.
that this is an age of fraternities and cost S2.N0 (seventy bushels, four cents
"
V.K.30
Cunant, Patrick Λ Co,
the grange reaches a per bushel) per acre to husk it, aud I
"
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Steadman Hawkes Co,
a people have the stalks to draw, and have the
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petitioners further represent that the class not reached by others,
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Krank II Wheeler Is Insolvent, aud th.it that for many years seemed to be left iu satisfaction of seeing fully a third of it
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date
wlthl four month» next prec-diiig the
the cold.
rejected in tho manger, whether cut or
ild Frank H. Wheeler commit
t;r.-pit.·., η tip
not.
f or many years un
u
ar. n t of bankruptcy. In tluit heretofore, to
wit. oîi t u- twenty tlfth day of May A I» 19U3. was one of isolation and drudgery then
The corn I must yet tako to the mill,
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with
Kumford!
the grange and drew together
aud expend another |2.2ΰ per acre to
Fa... Tr :-t Co. the sum of $3M)0D then and came
in
the
there Mil.-a part of his property «ml then an 1 a bond of sympathy those engaged
get the ears ground, making $0 expense
the cows,
tiier*· remove·! and concealed the same, with the
agricultural pursuits. of the Turf, Fariu to get this acre of corn before
Intent thereby to hiuder, delay or defraud his
as against 93.38 per acre for the silage;
The representative
creditors.
with
W. E. Leland, followed
and then up jumps Professor Vorhees of
Also for that the said Wheeler at Weetbrook In Λ Home,
work.
New .Jersey, and tells me, after years of
-aid otintv of Cumberland, on the twenty-sixth thoughts along the line of grange
some
•lay of May \ I». 1'.«IS drew from the Westhrook Some of the benefits to be derived,
trials, silage will make a cow give 12 per
Tru-t Co. iho sum of φ&ιο.υο then and there living
aiul the out- cent more milk and cream than dry fod» part uf his
and then and there remov- of the objects accomplished
to
property,
in the days
der with the ground corn put back upon
ed and puncealed the same with the Intent there- look for the agriculturist
by to bin 1er. delay or defraud his creditor».
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come.
A
of
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an
so that they need not enter into this
called for and gave
and time* within four months next preceding Mass.,
and
culation, only this silage yielded more
the work as conducted in his state
ttie uteofthls petition lia» couveyed. transfer
is alive and doing than double the fodder secured upon the
γ*ί,
a.ed, or removed part or parts of his
grange. The grange
p. rtv, wit
the Intent to binder, delay orde;
grange field corn lot, and yet cost $2.07 less per
good work in Mass. In Hudson
fraud his creditor·.
on a someacre to harvest.
And your K-titloners further represent that the degree work is conducted
•all Frank Wheeler ha» absconded, and hie what different plan than any grange in
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*
re
,.,.ts ire unknown to your jftltionere
to
the old Pine Tree State. In this grange ed, about "things costing too much
personal service cannot be made on him.
are given by be
I want to say that my
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practical,"
of
team
a
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*·'■'
,i
silos have been in yearly use for several
'iy pub ieatlon as provided In the the regular officers, second by
acts of
of young
cost for re.^ress re'atlng to bankruptcy, and
men, third a team
years more, and with a total
that ρ· ii. i. i*· adjudged by the Court to be a young
believe
aud
this year, of $1 and a half day's
ladies. They enjoy this plan
pairs.
bankrupt within the purview of said act·.
w
that service it aids in developing the ability of mem- work.
re fore your petlttouers pray
The original cost of the two was
ρ till- Petit .pi. with a
subpena, may be ma 'e bers.
$80. The annual interest on that is
upon Frank Η Wheeler, a» provided 1» tne acts
uf ongre-s relating to bankruptcy, and that he
Bro. L. C. Bateman of the Lewiston 54.80, and when one counts the saving of
time in the entire corn crop, the husking and
may :ea telged by the Court to be a bankrupt Journal occupied his quota of
within the purview of said acta.
an outlook of the Mormon ques- the grinding and the 12 per cent claimed
MILLIKEV TOMLINSON CO. by Chas Ο giving
customs
in all
tion and comparing their lives,
by Professor Vorhees, we ask
Haskell. Treas.
COSiXT, PATRICK A CO. by D. H. Patrick and cities with those of other sections "practical" sense how one, with a yeara Copartner.
a
can
get largor
land of ours.
ly outlay of $4.80 interest,
V. of this broad
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CO. by Jas.
Bro. Kev. Dr. Brooks of So. Paris gave dividend'.' In proportion, the steel trust
Hawkes. Treas.
"the is not in it for a moment.—Hoard's
about
talk
Beij. Thompson
a
breezy, interesting
Attorney for Petitioners.
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ΚΑΙιΜ \Ν HAWKKS CO. by Jae. F Hawkes
Treas.

•ed and

sworn

'lay of June, A. D 1«Β.

Petitioners,
to before me, this 4th I

FREDERIC J.

-kau

LAUUHLIN
Notary Public.

|

ORDER To SHOW CAUSE UPON CRED- [
ITORS' PETITION.
In the District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine.
In the matter of
)
Fkank H. Wiielkek, J
In Bankruptcy.
>»f sum ford,
Bankrupt, ι
I pon consideration of the petition of Milllken
Tomllnson Co., Conant. Patrick À C'a, and Steadœaa llawkes Co. that Frank U. Whee.er be denared a bankrupt. It la ordered that the said
'rank H. Whee er do appear at thl* Court of
bankruptcy, to be holilen at Portland, In the
'"strict aforesaid, on the .i)th da* of June, 1903,
«ten o'clock In the forenoon, and show cause,
lftnv there be, why the praver of said petition
Would not !>e -ranted ; ami
It is F h r η κ κ t >ki>h kku, thai a copy of said
Petition, togeth
with a writ of subptena, be
"erve.1 on nalil Frank H Wheeler by uellvering
the same to blm
leaving the
personally or oyabo<ie
in said
**<»e at his last and usual place of
Ί-trtct. at least live days before tlie day last

»fore*el,|.
WltneoH the Honorable Cliuence Hale, Judxe
uf the said court, and the seal thereof, at Poit'an<l, Id -aid district, on the Sth dav of June,
A D lug.
(U

s.)

JAMKS Ε

HEWEY. Clerk.

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COl' RT.
District of Maine, 8»
Portland, Me., June 15,1«β.
'» the matter of
VRANK H.

WHEELER.
Hankrupt.
'»ai>KKED, That service be made by publication
two successive weeks In the Oxford Democrat, a
newspaper published at South Pari», In said dis.
petition and toe ordjr for subpoena
jnet, of -allI
the last puull· atlou to )>e ten day· be
jhereon.
fo'e the return dav, and that a bearing be ha«i
hereon on the 3ni'd»y of July. A. D. law. at M
A.

M.

CLARENCE IIALE, District Judge
< true
copy of the petition, order for aubpteu
thereon kud order for servicc· by publication.
Attest :
JAMES E. IIKWEY.CIerk.

ANNUAfa

of scripture, though
known to all. He also gave
perhaps
of scriptsome attention to the subject
forth and subdue
ure, where it says "go
than
more
the world," this meauing
Some of
might be thought by a glance.
noted,
the labor saving machines were
mention
one of which deserving especial
being the separator. He enjoyedhegoing
also
forth to see this machine work,
under the small
enjoys holding a dipper
of the contents
spout and partaking
should
thereof. Ile believes that farmers
of the
enjoy more of the best products
and garden.
orchard
farm,
dairy
and
With a brief sketch of the work
of this
ability of the Worthy Master
this ramble to a
grange and I will bring
not

■·
I
i- .rer hereto dulv authorized, Conant,
i*»trli k A Co. by Daniel It. Patrick, a member
of «aid :irin. and steadman Hawkes Co. by
Uni··, F. Hawkes It- Treasurer hereto duly authorize·!, being three of the petitioners above
named, do hereby make solemn oath that the
felramt» contained in the foregoing petltloii,
i»y then, are true.
Millie en tomunson co. by eh·», υ.
Haskell. Treas.
CONANT, PATRICK Λ CO. by D. H. Patrick,

s'l

having

being a delaration

'tat· s of America, DiUlklof Maine, t,
of Maine, Countv of Cumberland.
t
1 .Pnln-on Co. by Char es o. Haskell,

a

^|iLe |||l|
λ

MAINE.

SOOTH PARIS,

Democrat.

Oxford

ηΚΕΙΙΝΟ.

"arhct M<|iur« Balldlag Association.
The annual meeting of the stock holder* of thi
Market Square Building Association will be hel<
kt the olBce of tbe Treasurer on Tueatlay, Jul·
^ M i o'clock Ρ M.
UEORtiE M. ATWOOD,
Clerk aod Treasurer.
South Paris, Maine, Jue 19,1M.

close.
Bro. J. A. Roberts has been connected
nine of
with this order for 15 years,
which have been passed in the Master's
but
chair, not at one continuous election
at various periods.
and
Bro. Roberts has served long
is secfaithfully in Oxford Pomona andHe has
retary of that organization.
Grange.
been overseer of the Maine State
in the legisHas represented his people
comlature, has been on the legislative
where he
mittee for the M. S. Grauge
Brothhas charge of important matters.
and
Roberts has put much time his
er
It being
work.
into
grange
money
is worth
motto that what is worth doing
in the work for the
is
He
well.
doing
the advancement
good of the order and from his ability
of agriculture. Judging
and the fact
work
and knowledge of the
true farmthat the patrons desire a live,
is the belief of
er for State Master it
should be the
many that Bro. Roberts
L. in Turf,
next State Master.—W. E.
Farm and Home.
The Best General Purpose Apple.
a good
With the desire to produce
Rhode Island
shipping red apple, the
->f most
Greening, that staudard variety is
being
in
point,
excellence
every
high
As a cooking apple
j largely neglected.
fruit
dessert
a
it has few superiors. As
grower in
it is
prized. As a free and
abunthe orchard and as a regular
best. At
dant bearer it ranks among the
demand in oui
a fruit universally in
and foreign markets is attended bj
j homeexcellent
com
the
prices it steadily varie
mands. This grand old standard
more good genera
ty, carrying perhaps
should be mon
qualities than any other, to
the exclusiot
extensively planted and
of other aud lower grade varieties.—
American Agricultulist.
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hardy. For several months the fighting In the north was in our favor, but

so

CONSEQUENCES.
OK It Y was removed to unothei
room before dinner, as she bat

the result was that our forces were

finally driven back to Edelweiss, backed and battered by the fierce thousands

promised.
After they had dined the tw< 1 that

*

strangers were left alone for severa
hours.
Anguish regaled his friend
with an enthusiastic dissertation ot
the charms of the Countess Dagmar
lady in waiting to the princess. Ic
conclusion he said glowingly, his cigai
having been out for half an hour 01
more because his energy had beer

an

through me that the city surrendered,
bringing the siege to an end. Fifteen

married. You see, from the title
you can't tell whether a countess is
married or single. She said she wasn't
and I promptly asd very properly expressed my amazement. 3y Jove, she
has a will and a mind of her own, thai
young woman lias! She's not going ta
marry until she finds a man of the
right sort, which is. refreshing. I like
were

years ago this autumn—the 20th of Novttnber, to be explicit—the treaty of
peace was signed in Sofia. We were
compelled to cede a portion of territory
in the far northeast, valuable for ita
mines. Indemnity was agreed upon by
the peace commissioners, amounting to

20.000.000 gavvos,

j

love, I'm sorrj; for the primvss. though!"
"Sorry for the princess? Why?" ask-

ed the other, alert at once.
"Oh, Just because It's not in hp·· powThe· countess
er to be so independent.
gays she cries every night when she
thinks of what the poor girl has to con-

building their homes and in recuperating from the effect of that dreadful
invasion that they have been unable

an unpleasant matrimonial alliance forced upon her in some

to pay the levies. You must remember that we are a small ifhtlon and of
limited resources. Your nation could
secure $30,000,000 in one hour for the
To us it is like a deathmere asking.
blow. I am not betraying a state secret in telling you of the sore straits

way."

"That is usual."
"That's what I gather from the
countess.
Maybe you can pump the
couutess and get all you want to know
in connection with the matter. It's a
pretty serious state of afiairs, I should
say,or she wouldn't be weeping through

iu which we are placed, for ever}' man
In the nation has been made cognizant
of the true conditions. We are all facing it together."
There was something so quietly heroic in his manner that both men felt
pitj-t Anguish, looking at the military

part of the after-

noon's sweetly dangerous conversation,
and the perspiration stood cold and
damp on his brow.
There was a rap at the door, and Anguish hastened to open it A servant
presented Count Halfont'a compliments
and begged leave to call.
"Shall we see the old boy?" asked

figure, asked:
"You

"Yes, yes," responded the other. The
understood the sign inude by
Anguish and disappeared. "Diplomatie call, I suspect"
"He is the prime minister, I understand. Ah, good evening, your excellency! We are honored."
room

and the

personification

and

of cor-

"I could not retire until I had satisfied myself as to Mr. Lorry's condition
and his comfort," said he in his broken
English. He seated himself near tho
couch and bent sharp, anxious eyes on

princess and bis wife had expressed a
desire to be remembered to their guests.
"lier royal highness spent the evening with the ministers of finance and
war. and her poor head. 1 doubt not. Is

"And what is the alternative in casa
the indemnity is not paid?" asked
Lorry breathlessly, for he saw something bright in the aft>roachlng calam-

battle again tomorrow."
"That is the way with you aggressive
Americans, I am told. They never give
up until they are dead," said the count
courteously. "Your head is better?"
"It docs not pain me as it did, and
I'm sur»» ΠΙ* be able to get out tomorThank you very much for your
row.
interest," said Lorry. "May I inquire
after the health of the Countess Halfont? The excitement of last night
has not had an unpleasant effect, I

ity.

FARM

Garget Cure

—

I

low them to

phaln until she could see a way clear
to save her people in some other manner. An embassy was sent to the Prince

of Dawsbergen. His domain touched
Graustark on the south, and he ruled
a wild, turbulent class of mountaineer·
and herdsmen. This embassy sought
to çecure an indorsement of the loan
from Prince Gabriel sufficient to meet

the coming crisis.
Gabriel, himself
smitten by the charms of the princes*
at once offered himself in marriage,
agreeing to advance, in case she accepted him, 20.000,000 gavvos at a rather high rate of Interest for fifteen years.
His love for her was so great that h«
would pawn the entire principality for
an answer that would make him the
happiest man on earth. Now, the troubled princess abhorred Gabriel. Of the
two, Lorenz was much to be preferred.
Gabriel flew Into a rage upon the receipt of this rebuff and openly avowed
his intention to make her suffer. His
infatuation became a mania, and up to
the very day on which the countess
told the story he persisted in bis appeals to the princess. In person he had
gone to her to plead bis guilt on his
knees, groveling at her feet He went
so far us to exclaim madly in the presence of the alarmed but relentless object of his love that be would win her
or turn the whole eurl* into everything

ri'ktns from the effectsof the consultation. These are weighty matters for
a irirl to have on her bande." solemnly
stated the count, pausing for an Instant at the door of the apartment
After be had closed It the Americans unpleasant
So it was that the Princess of Graulooked long and thoughtfully at eac
erstwhile Miss Guggenslocker,
other, each feeling a respect for tie stark,
was being dragged through the most
had
oarthat
old
gentleman
grin
they
unhappy affuirs that ever beset a sover felt for man before..
ereign. Within α month she was to
CHAPTER Χ1Π.
sign away two-thirds of her domain,
UNDER MOON AND MORA8TEBY.
transforming multitudes of her beloved
two days Lorry lived through and loving people into subjects of the
Intermittent stuges of delight hated Axphuin or to sell herself, body
and despondency. Hi· recovery and soul, to u loathsome bidder In the
from the efTects of tb· blow
guise of a suitor, and, with all this conadministered by Dannox was
fronting her, she hud come to the realrapid, his strong ^ovmg
ization of a truth so sud and distractcoming to the rescue bra\ely lie sa
ing that it was breaking her tortured
much of the princess more of the heart. She was in love, but with no
a*
tb«
made
and
Countess Dagmar,
royal prince! Of this, however, the
aualntance of many lords and ladles countess knew nothing, so Lorry bad
for whom he cared but little except one greut secret to cherish alone.
when they chose to talk oi their gfcUah
"Hns she chosen the course she will
ruler. The atmosphere of the castle
asked Lorry as the countess
pursue?"
was laden with a depression that could concluded her story.
His face was
□ot be overcome by an assimilated turned away.
"She eunnot decide. We have wept
could not hide the trou- together over tills dreadful, this horriin
her
ejes. ble
ble that bad sprung up
thing. You do not know what it
Her laugh, her gay conversation, her means to all of us, Mr. Lorry.
We
and gentle hantenr love her, and there Is not one in our
are
were powerleus to drive a.aj to land who would sacrifice her to save
haunted, worried gleam In those «- this territory. As for Gabriel, Gruupressive eyes of blue. Lorry bad It on sturk would kill her before she should
his tongue's end a dozen times during go to him. Still she cannot let herself
the next day or so after the counts sacrifice those northern subjects when
narrative to question her about th
by a single act she cun save them. You
condition of affaire as they appeared see, the princess bas not forgotten
that her father brought this war upon
Countess Dagmar, when not the
people, and she feels It her duty to
or
monopolized by the very
pay the penalty of his error, whatever
nirirresslve Anguish, unfolded to Lorry the cost."
certain pages In the personal history of
"Is there no other to whom she can
the princess, and he, of course, en- turn—no other course?" asked Lorry.
alhumor
couraged her confidential
"There is none who would assist us,
though there was nothing encouraging bankrupt as we are. There is a question I want to ask, Mr. Lorry. Please
while
great
look at me. Do not stare at the founthe soldiers were on parade the fair tain all the time. Why have you come
but volatile countess unfolded to Lorry to Edelweiss?" She asked the question so boldly that his startled embar-
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fountain.^

far a man may go to obtain hie heart■

rity about everything that came to hie
eyes and ears. Where was she? He
had seen her in the afternoon and bad
talked with her, had walked with her.
Their conversation had been bright, but
She had
of the commonplace kind.
said nothing to indicate that she remembered the hour spent beside his
couch a day or so before; he had ut-

If afraid to voice the suspicion.
"That Prince Qabriel Is the man
who bought your guards and hired
tieddos and Ostrom to carry you to the
place where he could own you, whether
you would or no," said Lorry.
"But be could never have forced m«
to marry him, and I should sooner or

tered none of the words that struggled
to rush from his Hps—the questions, the
pleadings, the vows. Where was she
now? Not In that gay crowd below,
for be had scanned every figure with
the hawk's eye; cloeeted again, no
doubt, with her ministers, wearying
her tired brain, her brave heart into

fatigue without rest.
lier court still trembled with the excitement of the darlug attempt of the
abductors and their swift punishment
Functionaries flocked to Edelweiss to
inquire after the welfare of the princess, and indignation was at the highest pitch. There were theories innumerable as to the identity of the arch

conspirator. Baron Dangloes was at
He cursed himself
eea completely.

and everybody else for the hasty and
ill timed execution of the hirelings. It
evident that the buzzing
was (juite
wonder nnd intense feeling of the people bud for the moment driven out all
thought ef the coming day of judgment and its bitter atonement for all
Graustark. Today the castle was full
of the nobility, drawn to Its walls by
the news that had startled them be-

The prettleiit picture he had ever teen.

yond all expression. The police were
at work, the military trembled with
rage, the people clamored for the apprehension of the man who had been
The
the instigator of this audacity.

later have exposed him," she whispered argumentatively. "He could not expect tue to be silent and submit to a
marriage under such circumstance*.
Ile knows that I would denounce him

He thought he understood—the

"I only ask"— bo began eagerly, but
she interrupted.
"You should not ask anything, for I
have said I cannot pay. I owe to yoa
all I have, but cannot pay the debt"
"I shall not again forget," he mur-

was that some brigand even at the altar."
"You do not appreciate my estimate
chief from the south had planned the
great theft for the purpose of securing of that gentleman."
Grenfall Lorry
a fabulous ransom.
"What is to become of me?" she alhad an astonishing theory in his mind, most sobbed in an anguish of fear. "I
and the more he thought it over the see now—I see plainly! It was Gabriel,
more firmly it was imbedded.
and he would have done as you say."
The warm, blue coils from the cigar A shudder ran through her figure, and
wafted away into the night, carrying he tenderly whispered in her ear:
with them a myriad of tangled thoughts
"The danger is past. He can do do
—of her, of Axphaln, of the abductor, more, your highness. Were I positive
of himself, of everything. A light step that he Is the man—and I believe be la
on the stone floor of the shadowy bal- —I would hunt him down thia night."
Her eyes closed happily under hie
cony attracted his attention. He turned his head and saw the Princess Ye- gaze, her hand dropped timidly from
tive. She was walking slowly toward his arm, and a sweet sense of security,
the balustrade, not aware of his pres- filled her soul.
There was no covering for the
ence.
"I am not afraid," she murmured.
dark hair, no wrap about the white
"Because I am here?" he aalced, bend·
shoulders. She wore an exquisite gown ing nearer.
of white, shimmering with the reflec"Because God can bleu with the
tions from the moon that scaled the same hand that punishes," she answermountain top. She etood at the balus- ed enigmatically, lifting her lashea
trade, her hands clasping a bouquet of again and looking into his eyes with a
red roses, her chin lifted, her eyes gaz- love at last unmasked. "He glvee me
ing toward the mountain's crest, the α man to love and denies me happlnese.
prettiest picture he had ever seen. The He makes of me a woman, but he doee
strange dizziness of love overpowered not unmake me a princess. Through
him. How long he reveled in the glory you be thwarts a villain; through yoa
More than
of the picture he knew not for It was he crushes the innocent.
At last ever, I thank you for coming Into my
as If he looked from a dream.
he saw her look down upon the roses, life. You, and you alone, guided by the
lift them slowly aud drop them over God who loves and despises me, saved
the rail. They fell to the ground be- me from Gabriel."

general belief

low.

gift of

a

prince despised.

mey were nui iweiuy iwi nyuiu
advanced to lier side, his hat in one
baud, his etick—the one that felled the
Viennese—trembling In the other.
"I did not know* you were here," she

rassment was an unspoken confession,
lie calmed himself and hesitated long exclaimed lu half frightened amaze·
before answering, weighing his reply. ment. "I left my ladles inside."
She sat close beside him, her clear
lie was standing beside her, looking
gray eyes reading him like a book.
down into the eyes.
"I came to see a Miss Guggenslock"And I am richer because of your iger," he answered at last.
norauce," he said softly. "I have seen
There must
"For what purpose?
a picture that shall never leave my
have been an urgent cause to bring
memory—never! Its beauty enthralled,
American
an
not
you so far. You are
enraptured. Then I saw the drama of
banker?"
the roses.
Ah, your highness, the
"I had Intended to ask her to be my
crown is uot always a mask;"
wife," he said, knowing that secrecy
"The roses were—were of no consewas useless and seeing a faint hope.
quence," she faltered.
"You did not find Miss Guggenslock"I have heard how you stand beer?"
tween two suitors and that wretched
"No; I have not found her."
treaty. My heart has ached to tell you
"And arc you going home disappointhow I pity you."
not
Is
she
because
Mr.
Lorry,
ed,
"It is not pity I need, but courage.
here?"
will not aid me In my duty, Mr.
Pity
tender
to
answer
the
your
"I leave
It stands plainly before me,
Lorry.
imagination."
this duty, but I have not the courage
There was a long pause.
to take it up and place it about my
"May I ask when you expect to leave
neck forever."
Graustark?" she asked somewhat tim"You do not, cannot love this I/>-

the war, your

"The cession or an mat pan 01 uiuustark lying north of Edelweiss, Including fourteen towns, all of our mines
and our most productive farming and
grazing lauds. In that event Grau! stark will be no larger than one of the
good sized farms in your western counDairyman.
her
try. There will be nothing left for
Quality in Fruit.
royal highness to rule save a tract so
For some years we have been vigorous
small that the word principality will
hope."
and
defonder of fine quality in fruit. This
"She is with the princess, and both be a travesty and a Jest—this city
lifetime
a
is for tlve reason that during
Since our war. gentle- twenty-five miles to the south, a strip
are quite well.
fruit
of
of observation, no new variety
Think of it!
Graustark women hare nothing about 150 miles long.
of any kind has withstood the test of men,
and Twenty-five by 150 miles, and yet callof
courage
in
the
on
way
to
demand
acquire
time and borne a continuous
know noth- ed a principality! Once the proudest
the market unless it possessed high eudurance. You. of course,
and most prosperous state in the east,
ing of the horrors of that war."
quality. In the timo we have watched
that!
"But we would be thankful for the considering its size, reduced to
the market new varieties of apples and
have been
I cannot
of It, your excellency. War is a Ach, gentlemen—gentlemen,
pears of fine appearance
story
or
out a heart
brought into notice and for a time,have
hobby of mine. I read every war scare think of It without tearing
as morwhile but few have been riased,
Into print," said Anguish Btrlng and suffering such pains
that
gets
satisfacbeen taken by the market at a
tal man has never endured. I lived in
eagerly.
but
largo
and
tory price. With nothing
"We of Graustark at present have Graustark's days of wealth, power
size and good looks to their credit they
has condemned me to
reason to recall the last war and supremacy. God
every
favor.
of
out
soon dropped
The war live In the days of her dependency,
The Kieffer pear is an illustration. bitterly to lament its ending.
Let us talk no
The-treeisa vigorous grower and groat occurred Just fifteen years ago—but weakness and poverty.
bearer. The fruit is of inferior quality
will the recital tire you. Mr. Lorry? I more of this unpleasant subject."
and only fitted for canning purposes. came to spend a few moments socially
•'Willingly, your excellency, since it
At any Is distasteful to you. I hope, however,
With but few raised tho fruit was in and not to go into history.
quick demand and was immensely profit- other time I shall be"—
you will permit me to ask how much
able. Thousands of acres in the middle
and not tire me. I you are short of the amount," said
will
"It
please
Kieffer
pear
states were planted to the
interested. Pray, go on," Lorry considerately, yet curiously.
with the result that the selling demand am deeply
"Our minister ef finance, Gaspon,
its
from
all
produc- Lorry hastened to say. for he was inis so light that
profit
be able to produce 15,000,000 gavtion has disappeared. At the same terested more than the count suspect- will
vos at the stated time, far from enough.
time the old Bartlett with its delicious ed.
been sucked from the
flavors was never more popular or in
"Fifteen years ago Prince Ganlook This amount has
better demand than at the present time. of this principality, the father of our people from excessive levy and has
The lien Davie apple has been a good
been hoarded for the dreaded day.
princess, became incensed over the depseller on the market. Trees of this
soldiers who Try as we would, it has been impossiof
the
Axphaln
redations
variety have been plantod late years
He ble to raise the full amount. The peoour border on the north.
throughout the country in quantities un- patrolled restitution for the devasta- ple have been bled and have responded
demande»!
case
preceding
numbored. As in every
was refused. nobly, sacrificing everything to meet
it with apples of inferior quality, since tion they had created, but
the
is
comthis
of
a
is
variety
Graustark
the vast plantiug
province comprising the treaty terms honorably, but
Our army
ing into beariog, the popular price is some 81*0 square miles of the best land strain has been too great
We have
us large sums.
dropping off. Last year its lead began
in this part of the world. Our neigh- has cost
The present year its decline is bor is smaller in area and population. strengthened our defenses and could,
to wane.
still more marked. In the interior marto war, defeat Axphaln.
Our army was better equipped, but not should we go
kets with the old Rhode Island GreenBut we have our treaty to honor. We
Ben
the
ing in demand at $0 a barrel
could not take up arms to save oarDavis finds a place only at half that
selves from that honest bond.
of
this
wide
planting
price. When the
"Our levies have barely brought the
bearing who
apple shall have come into
will
be?
amount
necessary to maintain an army
value
its
vhat
selling
can say
large enough to Inspire respect among
There are seldom drafts of air under
In garget the udder becomes inflamed, those who are ready to leap upon us
sheds, and they afford tho very best con- hot, red and painful, and the milk seems the instant we show the least sign of
ditions in summer, being more easily thick, stringy, bloody or watery.
distress. There are about us powers
cleaned than are closed poultry houses,
A tablespoonful of Hood Farm Garge. that have held aloof from war with us
A
hens.
the
three
to
or
and afford more comfort
Cure mixed with damp feed two
simply because we bave awed them
shed with the front protected by wire times α day will cure any ordinary case.
and with our show of force. It has been
"
had
garget
outdoor
cows
bloody
of
of
One
my
gives all the advantages
fed her Hood Farm Garget Cure, night oar safeguard, and there Is not a citiroosting and at the same time shelters Iand
morning for six days, after which the
who objects to the
the fowl from storms, no ventilating milk was all right." A. E. Loomib, North zen of Grauetark
closed
in
as
manner in which state affairs are condevices being required
Woicott. Vt.
ducted. They know that ouf army is
houses.
Prices $1 and <£50.
especially pre- an economy at any price. Until last
Hood Farm 8alve
our
with
to be used in connection
Grit is necessary to the welfare of the pared
spring we were coufident that we could
Cure. Also excellent tor cracked
fowl and should always be supplied, Garget
treatise on raise the full amount due Axphaln, but
sores, bruises. SI· Call for
teats,
C. L the people In the rural districts were
but care should be taken about allowing
garget and its causes. Prepared by
little chicks to have access to it freely. Hood Co., Lowell, Mass. For sale by F. A. I unable to meet the levies on account of
They will fill themselves up with it, SuuBTLirr & Co., Sooth Paris, Me.
the panic that cftme at a most unforte-

with fatal results.

not7™°ney·

descending."

the recumbent figure.
"Oh, he's all right!" volunteered Anguish readily. "Be able to go into

HOOD

her She came und has seen these loyal subjects offer their lives for her and
for Graustark. but utterly unable to
give what they have
asked tbcm If she should disband the
army, and there was a negative wall
from om* end of the land to the other.
Then the army agreed to serve on half
pay until all was tided over. PubUc
ofilcers are glvlug their service· free,
and many of our wealthy people have
advanced loans on bonds, worthies· a·
they tuny mk'UL and still we have no
the mjulivd amount."
••Cannot the loan be extended a few
years?" asked Lorry, angry with the
ruler In the north, taking the woe· of
Graustark us much to heart a· If they
were his own.
"Not one dayl Not In London, Pane
nor Berlin."
Lorry lay back and allowed Anguish
to loud the conversation Into other
channels. The count remained for half
an hour, saying as he left that the

When did she succeed to the throne?"
asked Lorry.
"Oh, the great world does not remember our little history! Within ο
year after the death of Prince Ganlook his wife, my elster, passed away,
dying of a broken heart Her daughter, their only child, was, according to
She has
our custom, crowned at once.
reigned for fourteen years, and wisely
since assuming full power. For three
facto. She
years she has been ruler de
has been frugal and has done all in
her power to meet the shadow that is

advauciug toward the couch, tall,

the figure· of men aod women stroll-

herself, who sold that she would be log in the moonlight To hi* un cam· dealre?"
guided by any decision they might the occasional laugh of a man, the ell·
She looked at him Instantly, her 17M
cabled
the
had
prince··
Lorry. Gaepon
reach. The counselors to a man revery gurgle of a woman. The royal wide with growing compréhension, the
that affaire were in a hopeleee condifused to sacrifice their girlish ruler, and
military band was playing In the stand solution to the mystery darting Into her
tion. bogging her to come home and do the
people vociferously ratified the res- near the edge of the great circle. There mind like a flash.
what she could in a final appeal to the
olution. But the princess would not alwere gayety, comfort, charm and secu"You mean"— she began, stopping as
people, knowing the love they had for
send an answer to· Ax-

excellency?"

servant

entered the

fought through

nate time. That la why we were harrying home from your country, Mr.

"I resigned as minister, sir, to go to
I was in the first battle
the front
and I was in the last," he said simply.
"And the princess—the present ruler,
I mean—was a mere child at that time.

Harry.

The count hail

nearly $30,000,000

silence.
"You mean that the money cannot
be raised?" he asked.
"It is not in our treasury. Our people have been taxed so sorely in re-

going to have

Lorry recalled

or

in your money. In fifteen years this
money was to be paid, with interest
On the 20th of November, this year,
the people of Graustark must pay 2S,000.000 gavvos. The time Is at hand,
and that Is why we recall tlie war so
vividly. It means the bankruptcy of

the nation, gentlemen."
Neither of his listeners spoke for
some moments. Then Lorry broke th·

tend with."
"Tell me about it"
"1 don't know anything to tell. I'm
not interested in the princess, and I
didn't have the nerve to ask many questions. I do know, however, that she is

a

The nation

ment of the city. Today you can see
the marks on nearly every house In
Edelweiss. Hundreds of graves in the
valley to the south attest the terrors of
that siege. The castle was stormed,
and Prince Ganlook, with many of the
chief men of tbe land, met death. The
prince was killed In front of the castle
gates, from which he had sallied in a
last brave attempt to beat off the conquerors. Δ bronze statue now marks
the spot on which he fell. The princess, his wife, was my sister, and as I
held the portfolio of finance It was

Well, you are progressive!"
"Oh, perfectly natural conversation,
you know." explained Anguish composedly. "She began it by asking me
if I were married, and I said I wasn't
Then I asked her if she
even engaged.

sympathy."

the border.

staggered by the shock, for such
outcome had not been considered

possible. We had been too confident
Our soldiers were sick and worn by
six months of hard fighting, and the
men of Edelweiss—the merchants, the
laborers and the nobility Itself—flew to
For over
urms In defense of the city.
a month we fought, hundreds of our
best and bravest citizens going down to
death. They at last began a bombard-

"You haven't seen much of her, Lor·
And
ry, but I tell you she is rare.
she's not betrothed to any of these con·
founded counts or dukes either. Thej
all adore her. but she's not committed.'
"How do you know all this?" demandct^ Lorry, who but half heard
through his dreams.
"Asked her, of course. How in thunder do you suppose?"
"And you've known her but α day!

to hear a girl talk lite that, especially
a pretty girl who can deal in princes,
counts and all kinds of nobility when
By
It comes to a matrimonial trade.

came over

was

spent in another direction:

diality.
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"Cannot the loan be extended a few
yea rut"
βο
a story tlmt wrenched his heurt

that anger, resentment, helplessness and love oozed forth and envelo]»ed hint In a multitude of emotions
that would not disperse.
"She will not mind my telling you,
because elie considers you the very
best of men, Mr. Lorry," said the countuness, who had learned her English
der the Princess Yetive's tutor.
It seems, according to the very truthful account given by the lady, that the
had it in her power to save

savagely

princess

Grauetark from disgrace and practical
destruction. The Prince of Axphain's
of
son, Lorenz, was deeply enamored
beauher, infatuated by her marvelous
ty and accomplishments. He had persuaded his father to coneider a matrimonial alliance with her to be one of
The old
great value to Azphain.
prince, therefore, some months before
the arrival of the Americans in Grauetark cent to the princess a substitute
ultimatum, couched in terms so polite
and oondllatory that there could be no
mistaking hie sincerity. He agreed to
give Grauetark a new lease of life, as
it were, by extending the fifteen years
or, In other words, to grant the conquered an additional ten years in
which to pay off the obligations Im-

posed by the treaty. He furthermore
offered a considerable reduction in the

rate of interest for the next ten years.
But he had a condition attached \o this
good and gracious proposition—the marriage of Graustark's sovereign. His
ambassador set forth the advantages
of such an alliance, and departed with
a message that the matter should have

idly,
"Why do you wish to know?" he

asked in turn.
"Because I know how hopeless your
quest has been. You have found Miss
Guggenslocker, but she is held behind
a wall so strong and impregnable that
you cannot reach her with the question
you came to ask. You have come to
that wall, and now you must turn back.
I have asked how soon?"
"Not until your princess bids me take
up my load and go. You see, my lady,
I love to sit beneath the shadow of the
wall you describe. It will require a
royal edict to compel me to abandon

my position."
"You cannot expect the princess to
drive you from her country, you who
have done so much for her. You must
go, Mr. Lorry, without her bidding."

"I must?"
"Yes, for your presence outside that
wall may make the imprisonment all
the more unendurable for the one your
love cannot reach. Do you understand
me?"
"Has the one behind the wall Instructed you to say this to me?" be

asked miserably.
"She has not I do not know her
heart, but I am a woman and have a
woman's foresight If you wish to be
kind and good to her, go."*
"I cannot!" he exclaimed, hie pent
feelings bursting forth. "I cannot gol"
"You will not be so selfish and so
cruel as to increase the horror of the
wreck that is sure to come," she said,
drawing back.
"You know, countess, of the life saving crews who draw from the wrecks
of ships Uvea that were hopelessly lost
There is to be a wreck here. Is there
to be a life saver? When the night Is
darkest, the sea wildest when hope Is

most serious consideration.
The old prince's proposition was a
gone, is net that the time when rescue
blow to the princess, who
Tell me, you who
in a trying position.
By sacrificing Is most precious?
know all there is of this approaching
herself she could save her country, but
in so doing her life was to be plunged Usaster."
"I cannot command you to leave
She did
Into interminable darkness.
I can only tell yoa that
Edelweiss.
she
nor
did
Lorens,
leve
respect
not
will have something to answer for
who was not favorably supplied with you
If you stay,", said the countess.
civilized intelligence.
"Will you help me If I show to you
The proposition was laid before the
that I can reach the wreck and save
cabinet and the nobility by the princess
the one who clings to it despairingly Γ
he asked, smiling, suddenly 'calm and
are
xnfldent
"Willingly, for I love the one who la
They are vitiated or morbid fluids cours·
ing the veins and affecting the tissues. going down In the sea. I bave spoken
They are commonly due to defective diges- to you seriously, though, and I trust
tion but are sometimes inherited.
you will not misunderstand me. I like

was'placed

What

Humors?

How do they manliest themselves ?
In many forms of cutaneous eruption,
salt rheum or eczcma, pimples and bolls,
and In weakness, languor, general debility.
How are they expelled ? By

Hood's Sarsaparitla

which also builds up the system that has
suffered from them.
It is the beet medicine for all

humors.

you, and I like Mr. Anguish. Yoa could
ftay here forever so far as I am concerned."
He

thought long

what she had said

and

a·

Intently

«vu

be smoked hi· «I·

gar on the great balcony that night
He saw in one moment the vast <*■—»»
between the man and the princes·; la
the next be laughed at the pony space.
Down on the promenade be could Me
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A boy born in Berlin the other day
Is able to look upon his mother, grandmother, great-grandmother and great·
great-grandmother, the last being nlne-

ty-elgfat years old.
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contintb>.]

the blossoming
twigs of willow which our children
call "pussy willows" are often used
In churches on Palm Sunday as the
only available branches which have
yet begun to show proofs of returning

it from the people. What has my happiness to do with it?"
Her sudden strength silenced him, I
crushed him with the real awakening
He stood beside her,
of helplessness.
looking up at the cold monastery, I
strangely conscious that she was gaz*
ing toward the same dizzy height
"It looks so peaceful up there," sfce|
said at last
"But so cold and cheerless," he added drearily. There was another long
silence in which two hearts communed
through the medium of that faraway
sentinel. "They have not discovered a
clew to the chief abductor, have they?"
he asked in an effort to return to his

) We

bk

Pnaay Wlllowi.

In

"Oh, he is a prince! I must accept
the offer that means salvation to Graostark.
Why do you make it harder
with torture which you think is kindness? Listen to me. Next week I am
to give my answer. He will be here
in this castle. My father brought this
calamity upon Graustnrk; I must lift

bent on the home of the monks.
"Your highness, I have a theory, a
bold and perhups a criminal theory, but
you will allow me to tell you why I am
possessed of It. I am aware that there
is a Prince Gabriel. It is my opinion
that no Viennese is guilty, nor are the
brigands to be accused of this masterpiece in crime. Have you thought how

"Perhaps I may be poorer after I
have saved Graustark," she said.
"I would to God I could save yoa
from that!" be said.
"I would to God you could," she said.
She
Her manner changed suddenly.
laughed gayly, turning α light face to
his. "I hear your friend's Istogh out
there in the darkness. It is delightful-

(to

not!"

them." She spoke slowly, her eyee still

you over the castle and let you see the
squalor In which I exist—my throneroom, my cbapel, my banquet ball, my
ballroom, my conservatory, my sepulcher. You may say it is wealth, but I
shall call it poverty," she said.
"Tomorrow, If you will be so kind."

ly infectious."

reuz?" he asked.
"Love him!" she cried. "Ach, I forget ! You do not know him. Yet I
There
shall doubtless be his wife."
was au eternity of despair in that low,
steady voice.
"You shall not! I swear you ahall

proper sphere.
"Baron Dangloss believes he has s
«lew—a meager and unsatisfactory one,
he admits-and today sent officers to
Ganlook to investigate the actions of a
strange man who was there last week,
a man who styled himself the Count of
Arabazon and who claimed to be of ViSome Auatriana had been huntenna.
ings stags and bears in the north, however, and It is possible he is one of

mured.
"Tomorrow, if you like, I will take

A Close Secret.

"Mabel says her engagement to Char·
lie Is a secret."
"I should say It was. Charlie doesn't

know It himself
nal.

yet"—New

York Jour-

Good Advice.

They are losers who sit stewing
On the bench when It's too late.
Bhow that there la something doing
When the ball comes o'er the plate.
—Chicago Record-Herald.
Evidently Hot.
"There's no use going through life In
■ rush."
"I see that you are not an autom»
billet."—Chicago Post
The Why aad Wherefore.
They say that man was made to mourn.
Life's charms and pleasures scorning.
Tou ask. "Then, why was woman bornf"
To superintend man's mourning.
—New York Herald.

Olirraatled.
"Does your baseball club play on

Bunday?"

|

"No, nor on any other day."—Wart·
(
Ington Star.
The Difference.

race horse has uncommon luck.
Of oats he gets his All,
While man. who bets upon him, scrimp·
To meet the grocery bill.

The

-Brooklyn Eagle.

The

Dextractive Crltle.

"Does she appreciate good artl*
"I guess bo; she punctured Dauber'·
latest with her umbrella." « Detroit
Free Press.
It Comes High.
We're bound to get from pleasure*· enp
One taste that's dark and brown;
Appearances we can't keep up
And keep expanse· down.
—Philadelphie Prw (
The Ortgiaal Mother-in-law.
Eve—Mother la coming to visit 1» tomorrow.

Adam—Oh, fudge !—Baltimore New·.

Inpstleaee.
We pray for sun or rain and fret
And disapprove the weather*· state,
Although w· know full well w«'ll get
The kind we want If w«'U but wait

—Washington Star·

}
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ΓΗΒ OXFORD BKARS.

Fryeburg.
graduating exercises were hold in
Rev. Mr. Coleon, who has received
all from £he Univertaliet Society, ihe Congregational Church June 23d at
ί:80 p. m.
•ccupied the pulpit last Sunday.
Our young people are all at home for
Mre. Jones, who has spent several
um mere in Bethel, is at Mrs. J. C. ;he summer from their several colleges.
Mr. Herbert Spring of Boston was the
{tilings'.
Mrs.
Bethel.

Buckfield.

West Parte.

The

Pomologtcal Field Meeting.
meeting of the Maine State
1 'omologlcal Society, by invitation of S.
The field

Suits

Summer

The W. C. T. U. recently met and adBuilding operations are progressing·
rhe new house rear the church is to be journed for the season.
I. Dawes of HarriHon, the well-known
The Nezlnscot History Club metTueeTHE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL j large double tenement one and will be
1 ruit grower, will be held with him on
ISSCED TUESDAYS.
in improvement to the street.
Jay at the Baptist vestry, chose officers,
Phursday, July 2d. All frolt growers 1
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
The basement of the new post office is served an eat and adjourned till fall.
£ re invited to attend with their wives.
Literary
to examldready erected. The mason work is The same day the Buckfield
George Page, Nie forenoon will be devoted
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, JUNE 30,1903.
Paris HU1.
Mr. John Swan, a former resident of ;nest of his sister,
Tilton.
Mr. Dawes' gardens and
ι iation of
>eing done by Samuel Estes and son, and Club met with Mrs. Gilbert
commencement.
of
South
now
luring
but
Framingham,
to
Brockton
went
F.
A.
Mrs.
bethel,
Taylor
will be eaten
dr. James Boyce and Emerson Curtis
Mrs. Mary Webster Powers of Ridge- < irchards. A banket lnnch
We Monday, where her husband has a situ- Hasp., has been in Bethel and sold his
Church. Re* H. H. BUhop.
rinrt
lave charge of the carpenter work.
of > tt 1 o'clock, and at 2 o'clock there will
AXWOOD & FORBES, Pantor.
on Railroad Street to Mr. tray, Penn., and Mrs. Abbie Tenney
esidence
Preaching every Sunday at J) A· * , relcome
to
our
ation.
new
advantage
Z. A. Gilbert
every
M
Boston are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. 1 >e remarks by President
sun.lay School at 12 M. Junior C.lfc. α 2 A) r
Editor· and Proprietor·.
Inspector Norton of the R. F. D. de- Uherton of Newry.
< >f the society, S. Π. Dawes and others,
made,
Sabbath Kventu* Service at 7:» r. M. VP·- 1 own.
Pike.
her
term
W.
closed
Miss Sarah Mason has
rrayer
The Paris Manufacturing Co. is also partment was in town Monday.
C. E. Wednesday evening at 7:30 F. M.
Professor F. W.
Α. Ε. Forbes.
Miss Ruth Goodnow is able to be ont ι >nd a Fruit Talk by
tiXOBUK M. ATWOOI».
Covenant
M.ftimr ThumLty evening at > JO.
full
of
ids of Floral Park, N. >f school at Machias and will soon reLewis
Chi
John
and
; very
new
store
house
a
style
shipping
New
of
the
lane
Hampshire experiment
Meeting the last rrl'av before the letSunday milding
wrain.
and am to her home in Bethel.
son
l nom at the end of the three story build- Γ., accompanied by wife,
tation.
o( the month at 2 30 ρ M. All not otherwise con
was in town recently.
Senator
U.
T.
C.
the
W.
afternoon
Frye
arcomfortable for
Tuesday
i ng.
nected are cordially Invite·!.
laughter, and Mr. Davies, a friend,
,>Mtr.r
Miss Davis of Hiram was the guest of
Term· —$1 JO a year If pal·! strictly In advance,
Mrs. Ira Jordan. After the
llulvereallet Church, Rev. J. H. Little. .Paewr.
Mr. Henry Adams is stopping at C. rived the 21et inst., and are guests at net with
EVIDENCE.
otherwise f-.'.OO a year. Single copies 4 cent*. Prea-hlng service every Sunday at 11 A. *
STARTLING
commencement.
Adams
Mrs.
a letter was
business
during
of
isual
routine
hot weather.
Hotel
Long.
3. Lane's anil finishing off some attic
12 M.
Mrs. Caroline Ruggles of Ridgeway.
Alt legal advertisements Sundav school at
AHVKKT19EMKXT8 :
Fresh testimony in great quantity is
One solid week of plays at Nezinscot ead from Mrs. Martha Chapman who is
Oome for Mr. Lane.
JO
Worof
Webster
are given three connective Insertions for #1
in Massacusetts and gave Penn., and Mies Carrie
sonstAntly earning in, declaring Dr.
contract» I
Mr. and Mr». John Pierce, Mrs. O. A.
Mrs. I. F. Emmons is visiting relatives | Bali culminated Saturday night. It was rleitlng friends
per Inch In length of column. Special
t most interesting account of the work of cester are the guests of Mr. and Mrs,
»n advertising scheme, and was well atSing's Now Discovery for
mai le with local, transient and yearly advertli
Mrs. J. M. Quinby and Mrs. Ε- | η Portland, Brunswick, and Wayne.
Thayer,
Webster.
O.
Dana
Mrs.
ere.
Roughs and Colds to be unequalea. A
G. Harlow attended the commencement
Monday night Lucier's min- be Essex County W. C. T. U.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Porter of Boston tended.
tf. Mason who spent the winter in
•ecent expression from T. J. McFarland
Job Printing —New type, fast presses, steam exercises at West brook Seminary last
ire spending a two weeks' vacation with strels occupied the hall.
Paris.
North
low price» J
[Jentorville, Va. serves as example. He
power, experience»! workmen anil
The little steamer Oiwassa has gone California gave an interesting chapter of
where Miss Mary Pierce was a , -elatives in the vicinity.
combine to make this department of our busi- week,
M. D. Brown and wife who have been vrites: "I had Bronchitis for three
!
member of the graduating class.
Mrs. Dexter W. Gray is at the Maine back to its mare congenial element at 1er travels.
ness complete anil popular.
while
a
The Nezinscot waters
rears and doctored all the time without
Thursday the closing exercises in the stopping at A. J. Abbott's for
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after
jeing benefitted. Then I began taking
were too unreliable.
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will
return
stay
Coming; Events.
Or. King's New Discovery, and a few
Stanley Benson has moved into the îlace. The exercises were most credit- which they
the Hill over Wednesday night, say that
Dr. Ο. K. Yates was in Lynn, Mass.,
will
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weeks.
go
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and text books.
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Dr. Wm. P. Bridgham, 87, has split
Straw Hats.
Miss Mabel Curtis has returned from
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neapolis, was the guest of his sister,
their manufacNEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
W. E. Abbott of Bethel and George A. Such was the experience of
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to
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time
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Crocker came east at this
Allie Richardson has returned from condemned.
years" she writes, "I endured insufferfather's Sunday, June 21st.
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John Lewis Childs and his people Bisbee of Bethel.
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and
stomach
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While Shirt Waists.
indigestion,
pain
Mrs. Gehring and party attended the
ment, from which institution he gradu- pected that his recovery to health will went to Rumford Falls the 24th, intendEvangeline < xforde.
and $1.
Denmark.
bowel trouble. Death seemed inevitable
4th of Julv.
ated in the class of '7:5. also to renew the t>e permanent.
ing to return home to Floral Park the i^aduation of her son Mr. Farnsworth
failed.
Foreclosure.
Miss Mary Toby of Boston is spending when doctors and all remedies
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of
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scenes
Mr.
Albert
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again
Worcester Buckeye.
with Mr. S. T. At length I was induced to try Electric
of
Thos. Stearns of Cambridge, Mass., wont to Brunswick during the gradu- a few weeks' vacation
son of the late Hon. Thomas Crocker
[or Frank Small and occasionally makes
Tinware Sale*.
Bitters and the result was miraculous.
McCawIda
Mrs.
and
G.
Jewett
Arthur
Robert.
daughter,
ution of their son
Receiver's Sale.
this place and is actively engaged in
horseback trip over Mr. Small's R. F. was in town the 24th.
I improved at once and now I'm completShirts.
Dissolution of Partnership,
Miss Abbie Keen is in ill health.
Riley received his degree from the ley.
business in the West. Mr. Crocker was D. mail route on his pretty buckskin
For
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Team to Let.
is at home to pass ly recovered.*'
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Mr.
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medical
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Mountain
June 20,
department.
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Electric
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50c., 75c. and $1.
Lucier's Minstrels played in Odeon his vacation from Fryeburg Academy.
It is expected that there will be quitol its second anniversary with an all-day
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for their annual mid-summer fair to 4. Following is the program:
Canton, Turner, East Hebron and East ence. This company is a favorite with
The following is the progrtmme of ing
Browfield for the rest of the term, two Co.; Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
Sumner granges were
be held in Cummings Hall on Wednesrepresented. the entertainment going public here.
FORENOON.
Walter
the Lewiston District tpworth League
in
of
Mr.
made
Berry.
place
No special preparation has been
years,
afternoon and evening, August Pith.
Bearce,
For the beet hit, | Prof. Bateman and Boynton
7 no. Parade of horribles.
and
The decomposed body of a man has
Mr. Fred Sanborn has his lower mill
convention, to be held at the bouth I ans day
overseer of the State
The ladies, both old and young, are in- two prizes, $3 an·! $2."<».
Grange, were for a celebration on July 4th.
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y
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Remarks by Rev. 1>. F. Ne'sou. Singing
East Hebron.
ten and Crystal. Identification
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WEDNESDAY FORENOON.
dinner, and others came later.
Thursday, July 2d, at 2:30 o'clock, to music.
The committee of repairs on Odd Fel- possible. In the pocket of the coat were
Garden seeds have started finely the
1" :30 Praise and Devotional, Rev· *ellx. 1
lu :<*). Three legged race. Two prizes $2.·*) and
Charles thinks the cuckoos have
talk over work.
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TELEPHONE
work.
three pint bottles. It is thought the
their
struck for the low lands.
The Misses Brinckle gave a barn party 11.00.
past week, and all may have botter crops lows Hall have finished
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hen. The last time I return- the past week.
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this in the lumber woods.
12:00 M. Dinner atl'et.tennlal Hall by Ladles' ed her to her
Some citizens are hoeing and others ing as fine a hall as there is in
Dr. and Mrs. Augustus S. Thayer of
quarters I thought thus:
Bake I P'-as and bean-,
Aid of the M. E. church
section.
That did are planting the second time.
Portland were at O. A. Thayer s over white and brown bread, doughnuts,
cakes and "Try it again and you die."
by Chair.
DRIVEN TO DESPERATION.
Mrs. Jennie Record was in the place
the business.
Sunday.
pies, and Ice cream will be served.
East Waterford.
Winchester Carey of Salem, Mass., is last Saturday.
Living at an out of the way place, reRev. H. 0. Thaver of Portland, his
AFTERNOON.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. II. Keen attended mote from civilization, a family is often
WEDNESDAY afternoon
Eva DoCoster of West Minot, formerly
1:30. Ba*e ball, We-t Paris vs. Mechanic Fall*
visiting his sister, Sirs. Gertrude Ileald.
daughter, Mrs. Andrews, of Englewood,
of Bridgton driven to
4 30. 100 yards dash. Two prizes, $2IX» and
1 V, Praise. Prayer and ^
N. J., and his son, Harvey Thayer, of
With a box of strawberries a follow a clerk in a store at the Station, was in the graduating exercises
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The Great Flood at Kansas City, Mo,
Irving E. Andrews and family an
A brief description of the topography
Norway boys are now eorry they canvisiting in Lovell.
celled the Fourth of July celebration on of the vicinity of this city will help the
reader understand better the extent and
Main's circus drew quito a number tc account of the dry weather.
the damage of the flood.
Lewiston Saturday.
W. 6. Morgan, who
purchased
Those who have good maps at hand
Charles Bean place in Northwest Norway,
Mrs. < Îeorgie Keough of Auburn is a
marketed peas in the village Priday, can turn to them and see just how the
at
few
L.
B.
for
a
Carter's
who
guest
days.
June 19th. He raised several bushels. rivers How by this city. To those
them
Mr. and Mrs. Percy DeCoster of Lynn,
The farmers report a very Rood crop do not care to take the trouble, let
left
side
to
the
north,
of hay if the cutting is postponed a few stand with the
Mass.. are guests at George Cutting's.
arm

Miss Ella J. Libby of Brookline, Mass.,
has been with relatives here for the past
ten days.

Miss Maud Carter is at home for the
vacation from Braintree, Mass., where
she teaches.

at right angles.
and bend the loft
This arm will represent the Missouri

The rains have accomplished
much so far.
Dr. H. L. Bartlett, A. J. Stearns, A.
E. Stearns of Rumford Falls and Dr. H.
P. Jones of Norway, enjoyed a delightful fishing trip to Stoneham, Tuesday.
Charles H. Wyman of Paris was
arraigned in the Municipal Court this
week charged with overloading and beating his horses, lie pleaded guilty and
was fined -So and costs.
Upon payment
of costs sentence was suspended and

days.

Kiver, with the upper arm being the
north part of the stream, and the forearm the same river after making its
turn eastward.
Imagine another arm bent as the
Missouri, only the upper part extending

hour*—and etich a scene no one evei
before. The highest wave had nol
jet come, bat already the water was sta
feet deep in the houses and stores far·
thest away from the river shore, and all
the bottom lands were from two to ten
feet under water, which was rushing
down every street, around the corners,
covered by all kinds of drift, houses
floating down stream, or tipped over
against their neighbor, and dodging in
and about this desolate waste, a few
boats bringing some family to the hills
and safety.
Every hour of the early morning the
crowds along the bluffs' side increased,
and vague rumors were started as to the
loss of life and property. No story was
thought improbable, in face of what was
before them, and it was just as easy to
believe the statement that thousands of
lives were lost in that vast flood, as it
was to believe it possible for the water
to come up so high.
saw
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week. The shirt waist is more popular this year then ever
than all the other stores in Norway the immense number we are selling. Ton will be almost sure to find one to suit
and Paris combined. This is the your fancy, both in style and price.
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service led by Rev. B. F. Turner of Buckfield. This was followed by business,
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ed ana the treasurer reported. The receipts for the half year were 929.70, and
in the
expense $0.36, leaving a balance
treasury of $20.45.
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From the Boston Herald, the leading
newspaper of New England, in its issue
of July 13, 1902.
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lTS^-KiBerlMl Eaicaw.
I am composed of thirteen letter·
and name a yellow wild flower growing in marshy places.
My 1, 2, 3, 4 le a planet.
My 10, 11, 12, 18 is a precious metnL
My 5, 7, β is a kind of meat
Ho.

m\

OPTICIAN,

m

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

ι
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sur·

to

8he ate the
The ••••age

Satisfaction

She gave a ***, the waiter bowed.
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So. 171.—Flower Pusalea.

Take one letter from each of the folT^hls in succession and spell
the name of a well known flower:

lowing

mankind, courage, work,
present, simple, nature, story.
2. Candid, pleasure, night, fellow,
civil, lady.
3. Speech, proper, white, summer,
brook, source, reason, pleasant
4. Event, child, about, gentle, smile,
1. Castle,

COLD1 "HEAD

the Membrane. Restores the Senses of
raste and Smell. Full Size, 30 cents, at I >rugrlsta or by mall. Trial size 10 cents, by mall.
SLY BROTHERS, 36 Warren Street, New York.

Me.

Worms?

('

Many children nr»' troubled with worm».
treated fur »uuiethm>: else. A few (lutesof

letter.
5. Acorn,

brown,
alone, flfty, step.

I
Elixir
True'swoRM
valu- ■
f
exist, and

aii·I

■

ITS—Mtastns Rhyme·.
The sun may have Its troubles.
;
But It keeps the bright
The lark may have mlaglvtngs,

>β

;
But eho hides away her
sun for
And the ï»rk. for never ——;
Man has joys from bird and planet
Since they "keep the bright

Poets praise the

— —

HILLS,

Ho.

Scientific American.

Jeweler and Graduate Optician.

8 Co.3eien>·*"' New York
JAUNN
Branch office. 836 F Λ, Washington. D. C.

LowestPrices jnOMCounty

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. l arveet circulation of any sclenufle Journal. Term*. >3 a
year: four months, IL Sold by all newadealer*.
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jairs of fresh horses

CHASE, MERRITT CO.,

dso several

Mechanic Falls, Me.

or

three

Xo.

just received,

good driving
W. J.

J. WALDO NASH,

of large work

through

îauling logs.

x&

χ

XX
X

X

X

X

XX
X

X

X

XX

χ

χ

χ
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177.—111 ant rated Rebw.

horses.

Wheeler,

South Paris, Me.

Licensed Taxidermist,

PARKERt'S
SAM
HAIR BALSAM

MAS0NI0 BLOCK,

d'an*·* and beautifies the hair.
I'romuU· a luxurir.ft jm>wth.
N**ver Fail· to Ho·tore Gray
Hair to it· Youthful Colcr.
Cures scalp il'irases & hairtniluig.
3v,and f UUit Dn^yi«u

NORWAY.

Connection.

χ

4.
From 1 to 2, the commandments;
from 2 to 3, a soothing application;
from l to 8, one who vindicates himself; from 5 to 6, a fruit; from 5 to 4,
true; from 4 to U, a kind of cloth made
from tiax.
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X'en

at once to
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capable boys.
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X

Heavy Team Horses.

open to
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χ

X

2. X

to learn the shoe busi-

Good positions

ness.

X

X

NORWAY, MAINE.

about 16 years of age
strong and who wish an

opportunity

X

XX

boys

are

X

X

IN SHOE FACTORY.

who

176.—Connected Triangle·.

X

Boys Wanted
Several

dismal,

crown,

No.

will expel worm») they
proves
able tome if there are no worm*, aio. »t dru«u u. ■
Dr. J. Γ. TBI"Ε A CO.. Aabur·. Me.

ΑΓτοηβ»«ηΛίπ){ a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our ομιηι··η free whether au
Invention is or>.hu!>ly patentable. Communications strictly confktonttml. Handbook on Patenta
Μία free. Oldeat agency fur securtnK patenta.
Patente taken through Mann A Co. receive
rjKrv n. fk-, without charge, iutho

with keen delight;
her hat was bright

****

on

Presents for the New Baby.
What to give to a new baby is a quee;ion which at first might seem very
lirnple, but it is one that often puzzles
;he intending giver, especially if the
jaby is one that is likely to receive
Not that there are not
nany presents.
plenty of things to give, but at the moment of choosing it is often hard to tell
just what one would prefer.
There is always something more personal about a gift that is made by the
to
;iver herself, and most people
make a present for a friend's baby. For
ι woman who is fond of dainty work
nothing is more enjoyable than the
manufacturing of some of the pretty little belongings of a baby.
One can either epend quite a large sum
>n these things, or, if economy is desired,
:an make very pretty things for very littie money.
If the present is for a very intimate
Friend there is always the baby basket as
ι first choice, and that can be quite simple or as elaborate and expensive as one
:hooses. Then a dress is always acceptible, and that, too, admits of the wideet
Jifference in the matter of expense. Âny
>ne who can make one of the exquisitely
Jainty little hand-made dresses, that are
so much used now, has it in her power

prefer

Ho. 173.—Added Syllabln.
was Eflle's pride and Joy;
» ****ar for the toy.

Ely's Cream Balm
1

rigging.

This ··**
8he paid

I'»·

!

10 is to fit with

My 8, 9,

CATARRH

THIS

Agent, ! >rotects

County,

South Paris, Oxford

V postal or telephone to
fou a supply promptly.

Expaads.

The New England Conservatory of
Music is about to move into its beautiful
This
new buildings on the Back Bay.
is the largest school of music in the
world, and its pre-eminence among
American institutions has been conceded
ever since It was founded in 1853 by Dr.
Eben Tourjee.
Twenty years ago, when the department of pianoforte instruction was being
developed, a few Ivers A Pond pianos
Since then, as the conwere purchased.
•ervatory has expanded, there have
gradually been acquired 268 Ivers Λ
With the expansion inPond pianos.
cidental to moving into the new building, the board of directors of the conservatory have placed their order for 31
additional Ivers Λ Pond pianos, making
a total of 299.
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
art product would be hardly possible
than 20 years' continued patronage by
this most critical of musical institutions.

WK ABE

money.
Bibs and caps aro also given and sacks
of all sorts and kinds, the prettiest sacks
being those made of fine white cashmere,
embroidered in silk, either white or colured.
Of fine white cashmere can also be
made an exceedingly pretty little wrapThese are comper in kimona shape.
paratively new and are very popular.
a
They are cut in tho same way as
woman's kimona, are feather-stitched all
around with silk and can also have
smocking where the gathers come, if the
maker is able to do that charming work.
Another beautiful gift is a blanket or
afghan knitted of very heavy soft worsted. These blankets are plain, straight
knitting of white, with two stripes near
each ond of either blue or pink, just like
The ends are bound
a real blanket.
with ribbon to match the stripes.
Still another pretty thing to make is a
little pillow and case. The caso is made
of two fine linen hem-stitched handkerchiefs, sewed together on three sides,
while the fourth side has five little buttons and button-holes.
One handkerchief is embroidered with
little sprays of (lowers in a delicate
color (blue or pink is always best for a
baby), and the pillow is covered with a
soft silk to match these flowers. Tho
pillow should be just large enough to fit
comfortably in tho case, not large
enough for a little shrinking to make the
case tight after it is washed.
Silk socks make an attractive present,
and rather an inexpensive one. They
are not really difficult to make, but one
must have very exact directions for
either knitting or crocheting.
If one has not the time or ability to
make any of these things there are, of
course, plenty of gifts to buy for a baby.
Studs, spoons, pins of all kinds are all to
be found at the jeweler's. One very useful thing is a large gold safety pin, and
ihe small gold safety-pins are also very
nice gifts.—The Examiner.
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High

Grade Portrait Work

L. M.'TUFTS,

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St..

Carpets
patterns and clean

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Sts.,

MAINE.
ftpfipW

Also Window & Door Frames.

If In want of any kind of Finish for 1 nekle or
Outside work, send In your orders Pine Lum
ber anil Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

by

Wood Floor Boar-Is for sale.

CHANDLER,

Λ PARTNER WITH $10,000

humbug.

Milford.

JAMES

horses, two-seated carriages,
top buggies, 4 surries, 4 bicycle

ίο

carriages (open),

1

nice three seated
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upon anj »tug

„llvlng pk-turea"
more
m y ililVo the hues
Ottervil'e, Iowa, of the music Italie, They
uick
«■rites: "I have had asthma for three or «' Hfo
«ran..
.'our years and have tried about all the change artist
lnl;,to8raph that
:ough and asthma cures in the market formation».
ind have received treatment from physi^ cvoU,Hon
imitait? ι*1*can
:ians in New York and other cities, but
win tu» a
jot very little benefit until I tried Foley's
imme
Èoney and Tar which gave
FERERS.

ulhot;,

Daniel Bante of

""VÎn th'lr pïotoan
1;

mediate relief and I will never be with)ut it in my house. I sincerely recommend it to all." F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,
South Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
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Bluo Island, 111., Jan. 14, 1001.
Messrs. Ely Bros.—I have used your
Cream Balm in my family for nine years
and it has become my family doctor for
colds in the head. I use it freely on my
children. It is a Godsend to children.
Yonrs respectfully, J. KlftBALL.
Messrs. Ely Bros.—I suffered greatly
with catarrh and tried different remedies
without effect. After using ono bottle
of your Cream Balm I found rolief and I
cannot praise too highly such a remedy.
Miss Coua Willakd, Ai.uany, Ν. Y.
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Mr. D. Kauble.of Nevada. O., says: I had stomach
trouble and was In a bad state as I had heart trouble
with it. I took Kodol Dyspepsia Cure for about foil
months and It cured me.

Kodol Digests What You Eat
and relieves the stomach of all nervota

strain and the heart of all pressure.
Bottles only. $1.00 Size holding 2 % Umes the trial
site, which sells (or 50c.
Prepared by E. 0. DeWITT & 00.. OHIOAOO

for Summer

<Tt<

STyaXgeofthUuuupon^e
Now!"

Painkiller

DO YOU WANT STEADY

EMPLOYMENT AT GOOD PAY?

We want men over all New England to
work for us selling nursery stock.
Steady job, pay weekly, experience not
outlit
necessary, exclusive territory,
free. Apply at once.

HOMER N. CHAîE & CO., Auburn,Street.Me
99 A. Main

Mention tlili paper.

MOST

LIBERAL

OFFER

OF
THE
YEAR.

himge^°^C

•iiert'"r,;:;f,r^rrDe.igehaS

r„d

1-2.

Pianos m Qrpns

—

£ê

I have large stock of
Pianos and Organs, and have
nice trades in second

[

wagon, harness, whips, robes, etc. j >outh Paris,
Maine. J
Will lease stable to run livery busi- !
This is a nice, clean livery
ness.
For Sale or Exchange.
No
stock and excellent opening.
My bootH.' on Sklllliijre Avenue, South Parle,
house, all finished, ell and stable,
competition. Will sell on easy terms. } 'wo-«tory
emented cellar. Two lots of land with fruit
«es.
Will
sell outright, or exchange foramallF. B. FOGG,
* r houae with
If
far j
South Paris. rom Tillage. a few acre· of land. not loo
May 3, 1903.
A. F. BARBOWS.
Home Telephone Call, 108-4.
Sooth Parla, Jan· tt, 1908.
Aadnw· Howe Statua Call, 108-li.

Spruce,
Pulp
Poplar,

Junction

E. W. PENLEY.

is a national illustrated agricultural weekly for farmers
and their families, and stands at thu head of the a^t'lcultural press. It is a practical paper for practical farmers,
helping them to secure the largest possible profit from the
farm through practical methods.
It is entertaining, instructive and practically useful to
the farmer's wife, sons and daughters, whose interests it
covers in an attractive manner.
The regular price is il.UO per year, but we will receive
subscription for THE NEW-YORK
your
TRIBUNE FARMER and also for your own favorite
local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THF
NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER, New-York City, will

bring

ALMOST
AS

GOOD
AS
A
DAILY
PAPER.

you free

sample

as
newspaper for busy people, almost
and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
Tribune, which isji guarantee of its value.
If yoi^live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close toucli
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEELLY
TRIBUNE is only $1.50 per year, but you can secure it with
Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford

is a metropolitan
good as a daily,

Papers One Year lor $2.25.
Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will
bring you a froe sample copy.

QUAKEK

The

copy.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

NEWS-

Wheeler,

WANTED I

The New-York
Tribune Farmer

Both Papers One Year for Only $2.00.

hand instruments.

W. J.

By Dare Devil, record a 109.
Dam, Jewel, clam of Lord March, I
ι

of

Indigestion. Ninety-nine of every
hundred people who have heart troubla
can remember when it was simple indigestion. It is a scientific fact that all cases of
tuke {or ft reai. heart disease, not organic, are not only
The ghoat ot traceable to, but are the direct result of indigestion. All food taken Into the stomach
ferments and
hie distant Which fails of perfect digestion
swells the stomach, puffing it up against the
heart. This Interferes with the action of
the heart, and in the course of time that
M.Uata ; delicate but vital organ becomes diseased.

ohJectlM.

I

.,ie terui.

Apetfecl Remedy forConstipa-

SUPPLIES !

'43 llniu St., South
Mall orders

Wlwi

Γιοη, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and Lose OF SLEEP.

Fot-

=isi=5i
Weak
r^rc^r^aiSâ-

Oxford.

It is luckier to have a rabbit's foot than
% hare lip.

reverie

Thov arc not the lnvaii-

»

photographic

u

W.

WAS WASTING AWAY.
The following letter from Robert R.
Watts, of Salem, Mo., is instructive. "I
liave been troubled with kidney disease
Tor the last five years. I lost flesh and
never felt well and doctored with leading
sugphysicians and tried all remedies tried
gested without relief. Finally I
two
than
and
less
Cure
Foley's Kidney
bottles completely cured me and I am
F. A. Shurtnow sound and well."
leff «fc Co., South Paris. Orin Stevens,

HfnpStml'

Mrs. Mark Hyde, of 45 Thornley street,
Pawtucket, Β. I., earn: "Doan's Kidney
Pills have been used by both my husband
and two daughters, and the relief obtained
In every case wus very satisfactory. My
husband was bothered off and on for α long
time with pains across his back, which at
times became very severe. 1 saw Doan's
Kidney Pills advertised, and procured a
tfbx from W. L. Wood's d*ng store. He
need them, and in α very short time was rid
of the backache. I always keep Doan's
be
Kidney Pills on hand, and would not

υΑΙίΙίΠηϋ

sound asleep.

&£EÈU**

disorders.

druggists; M cents.
ter-Mltburn Co., Buffalo, Ν. Y.

In
Ose
For Over
Thirty Years

Àtx.Smu* »
ILxktiU SmlM*
sinite

every symptom of Kidney Ills, from
common backache to complicated urinary

PAIICDAO S,

in some people's
their good judg-

IKmpUSeU-

cure

without them."
For Hale by all

of

n**pt orOitiH-SAMJXLPtTCHVi

Kidney Pills

toj ^

with'

COUGH-

Collier'j W-eKly, 436W. 13th St.. K·* TerM

In a thriving town of 15,000 Inhabitants
and has eight {8} other towns within a
radius of four (4} miles to draw trade
from. W Ith a little additional capital the
business would be doubled. This la
worth the attention of anyone seeking a
good money making business aa this Is
no

..

,

—

Seed 1 ccou iu sLuaps to-iluj tot sample copy tod
attractir·
mad. "tu.· illustrated booklet ti-ilinit of
pre ail un:» uaj prura (or Cullier'a *ubacrib«ri. Aildrw·

WANTED !

DOH« JfOW A BrSIN£>S OF «7.1,000
PER TEAR. CAM BE INCREASED.

IVnÀit.

the world's most progressive illustrated
newspaper. Famous writers and artists
make Collier's a necessity in every Jiome.

Maine.

to take a half Interest In a well established retail lumber business.

V ColUf't

COLLIER'S

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
W.

ItOt

More than twenty double-page
pictures a year by Charles
Dana Gibson are only a part of
the good things that come week

I will furnish DOORS an·! WINDOWS of any
81m or Style ai reasonable prices.

E.

raha„r.iic
^ι\ΧΓόί

and streams οι colored light, (.-hanging
their forms and eUft η tll0lr places?
the
them
Easy
call
iicken; many people
tucnu
never
•ill. W. H. Howell, Douston, Texas, Have you

Signature

Promotes Digestion.Cheerful·
ness and Rest.Contains neither
Opium,Morphine nor Mineral.
Kot Narcotic.

Headache, Nervous,
The KidExcitable.
Restless,
sick.
are
neys

aching.

HSraS||
i; »oer7(;;ctbc ep!ot I

—

CHANDLER,

Weat Sumner

aud

u nevcr

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

Builders' Finish I

Matched Hard

WI?g

Bears the

Ung the Stomachs andBowels

Weary and worn out all the
Qxdt· time. Back weak and lame and

-

a word
m bod. .«or
lug ilay, vltli >
about to

without

similating itieFoodandBcgulaof

paint.

up stock.

E. W.

] ^ADIES and children invited.
All ladies and children who cannot
, itand the
shocking strain of laxative
are invited to
{ lyrups, cathartics, etc.,
^ :ry the famous Little
Early Risers.
are different from all other pills,
They
<
a
rhey do not purge the system. Evenor
( iouble dose will not gripe, weaken

SO WEARY.

Satima" Interior" Enamels

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

—

NORWAY,

£f ,fltôgctbèr"ure

abort the matter

ïj

in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.

A LOW PRICE

Corner Main and Danforth

———

Always Bought

ÀVegetable Preparationfor As-

■.«£·£
arc^ormcdouUterotnarf.^^

Picture Frames
and Pictures,
Mats, Mirrors
& Mouldings s,l.

Supplies.

to close out odd

thorn! who have

«clSagea,

The True "L. F." Atwood's Bitters
35c. a bottle
at all stores.

Records, Blanks, Horns, and

Wool

When they are down in the world a
is cowed, a woman defiant.

nan

u.™ " "»< w",em"1

inkeEven

Î,

"

"'Sere tTof

Your True "L. F." Atwood's
Bitters a valuable remedy
for bilious headaches or indigestion"
so writes
Mrs. F. R. McLaughlin of West
Sumner, Me.

Phomnhs,

ON

"r

1ÏS

believe

—

The Kind You Have

ι—»·»"*"? ££!£

iche, constipation,

j ngs, rifting, indigestion, dyspepsia, and
, ill stomach troubles are quickly cured
Cure.
>y the use of Kodol Dyspepsia
<
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
\

For Infants and Children.

Paper

HEADQUARTERS FOR

sent on

Cnune,j,f

A
«•lint
are called "after imagée.
w
liai tire
ιλ
Sold by K. A. Shurtieff Λ Co.
«««Λ
The world is too busy watching misiiro not
the
chievous fools to bother itself about
Work.
harmless ones.
To begin with, girls, no matter how
jolly a Hummer you expect to have and
KODOL GIVES STRENGTH
Co.
For the International
no matter how much you are looking
the digestive organs to
enabling
by
here
are
of
What six American cities
Kir and Hemlock pulp wood, delivered
"loaling"
forward to a generous period
Spruce,
of
ali,
transform
and
assimilate
at Grand Trunk stations, from Mechanic Kails
when school is over for the season, de- digest,
represented?
the wholesome food that may be eaten
to Locke's Mills.
pend upon it, all play and no work nover into the kind of blood that nourishes the
J. M. DAY,
is a success. Don't think it is the
So. ITS^-Oom Purpose·.
the
hardens
the
feeds
«α
tissues,
before, and on
vividly
Bryant's Pond, Me.
who are too old to neifes,
of
If I go out and you go in, a rhyme preaching of people
the
and
organs
j
rrusclee
rocuperates
have a good time—it is a serious fact
Cure
Kodol
becomes a forest
he
entire
Dyspepsia
body.
that you will be happier if you have
cures Indigestion,
If I ko oat a ml you go In, a document
Dyspepsia, Catarrh
And all this aside from any
uot a ghost, and yot .«
some duties.
and all stomach disof
the
Stomach,
becomes a 1 widen ball.
of your duty to father and
question
orders. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
If I go out and you go in, a tax be- mother at home.
courso. more than one
comes an apology.
Making bods and sweeping may not
A woman has an idea that it is better theory οof tlieae
>
living P'cturM lu the
tennis
flexible
If I go out and you go-in,
bo quite so amusing as playing
for her not to balance the check book
M ,n gdmoe,
exercise.
as
about
and golf, but it is
good
becomes split timber.
monthly so the cashier won't know how
One
some
for
better
much
girls, little money sho has.
If f go out and you go in, to heat It is, in fact,
for whom the outdoor games are entirely
gradually becomes a season.
other
no
that
fact
tho
And
violent.
TEN YEARS IN BED.
If I go out and you go in, a title be- too
"""
exercise develops the ligure so symmetr
®
Ind.,
A. Gray, J. P., Oakville,
R.
comes to assemble.
rically as does housework should recom- writes, '-For ton years I was confined to
If I go out and you go in, harsh be- mend it to most
It !
young women.
my bed with disease of my kidneys.
comes an article of food.
Tho care of the tlowers that go so far was so severe that I could not move part S
the
home
during
charming
to make tho
of the time. I consulted the very best j
Ko. 179.—Charade.
summer months should be the duty of
medical skill available, but could get no
I made a first: I thought It good;
the young girls of the family, and, in relief until
Foley's Kidney Cure was
How one old sîcond did glare!
are used, the tending
where
PERRY DAVIS'
lamps
places
rocommended to me. It has been a GodHe never could have understood.
one of tho
and
cleaning,—is
to me." F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,
send
Hla first second speech made people —tilling
every-day bits of business that takes South Paris. Orin Stovens, Oxford.
■tara.
only a few minutes.
apot of ugbt. "«ι
Aside from some regular every day
Either we got bad habits or they got us. "" ΟΓ
Xo. 180.—Decapitations.
disciof
The apot. In fact, la
It
duty, undertaken as a matter
strains
Behead to chop and leave a tree.
) Instantly relieves sprains,
pline and unsolfishnees, it is a very good
Behead a word expressing unreality
no substitute.
Take
Mother».
to
bruises.
some
and
with
time
Important
idea to start the vacation
.n<i
therefore moves with it. j
and leave a kind of wood.
carefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
detinite plan for work to be accomplish25c. and 50c. bottles.
If the hypnagogic
Behead a transparent substance and ed.
A supply of dainty underclothing BMfeand rare remedy for Infante and children,
leave a young girl; behead again and may easily be gotten together in a two nd m· that >t
We Do all Kinds of...
or three months1 vacation if a few hours
leave an animal.
Bean the
Nevertheless tbe brain a,an
Behead a grain and leave a result of each day aro spent on pretty hand-sewof
and
Signature
Little hem-stitched rutiles
coiuoa Into play In forming them.
JOB PRINTING.
ing.
extreme cold.
bands are considered
b Uw For Over 30 Year·.
Behead an animal and leave a grain. feathor-stltched
and
more correct than fancy embroidery
Atwood & Forbes, South Paris.
The glnd Ton Have Always Bee(fet
Corry O'Lnnon.
Behead a lively dance and leave a
laco, and they cost inlinitely less in
Joseph O'Brlon Is nn Irishman who
fish.
%
money.
all over the world, served
One class of girls who are just underProbably if girls could pot the clothes lias trnvoled
The Omly War·
at high and jewels without a husband they In the royal navy and knows everyexaminations
final
their
going
a man
The Rev. Goodman—You are a very school, have made a plan to soe who can wouldn't think so much about getting body. You urn never mention
but Joe
are better than
or a fact or anything else
noble little fellow, Tommy. Now, tell do the prettiest hand-sewing this sum- married.
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mer.
me what deep underlying principle
work easy, make a smooth eurThey will meet each week for an
Thoy
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A
SERIOUS
"dea
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a
a chat
glass
One evening I was sitting
facc, and any one can apply them to
prompted you to forgive those wicked afternoon's workatand
each meeting dues of
E. C. DeWitt & Co. is the name of the cent
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public" with some friends dis- walls, ceilings, inside woodwork, panboys who called you ugly names.
Hazel
Witch
memthe
makes
in
each
who
firm
genuiue
ton cents are to be paid
by
Many
tries, kitchens and furniture.
cussing the recent events.
Tommy—They was all bigger than
ber. At the end of the summer there is Salve. DeWitt's is the Witch Hazel
The surface is nonI closed my remarks with a quota- beautiful tinte.
me.—Town and Country.
scar,
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when
without
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that
Salve
leaving
to be a formal judging time,
absorbent and can be kept bright and
tion from "Coriolanus," and just then
class teacher will pass on the work of (tie a serious mistake to use any other.
with a damp cloth.
in and happened to hear 1L clean by wiping
walked
Joe
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Hazel
Salve
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blind,
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decision
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to
and
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the vacation,
by
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said Joe.
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handand
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of
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a
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protruding
bleeding,
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prottiest
No. 165.—Diamond:
prize
furnish you "Satauma Interior KuumcU" at tho
with the burns, bruises, eczema and skin diseases.
ae ordinary paint.
"Ob, Coriolanus. Of course you knew -ante price
Ducal. 4. Decimal. 5. Named. 6. Lad. kerchief that can be bought
&
Co.
ShurtletT
F.
A.
Sold
dues.
in
KUER Color canl ami our booklet, "flo«r to
by
him."
money paid
7. L.
Refurnish the Home Without Buying New FurLike tho good, old-fashioned foreign
"No, I never knew him, but I knew niture."
No. -ice.—Primal Acrostic: Polyphewomen
Mae.—"What is your ideal of a man?" his
fammany
young
old
Roscommon
many
tine
girls,
A
girls,
people.
1. Parrot. 2. Octagon. 3. Laces.
mus.
Ethel—"One who is clever enough to
Made by Heath & Milligan M'f'g Co.,
are sensible enough to begin while they
O'Lanuses. I knew all his
4. Yardstick, δ. Pumpkin. 0. Horse.
to ily. the
Chicago.
are still school girls preparing for their make money, and foolish enough
knew
I
never
Corry."—
but
brothers,
7. Elephant 8. Money. 9. Umbrella.
Also Floor Paint, Floor Varnish, Coach
spend it freely."
possible future home. They buy, ocPhiladelphia Ledger.
ID. Spear.
Muralo, «fee.,
and Spar Varnish,
casionally, some tine linen, and make it
WARNING.
No. 167.—Anagram Enigma: Make ready for household use, with their
Maeury's Railroad and Liquid Taints,
Leuf Cutting Bee·.
If you have kidney or bladder trouble
For sale by,
initials embroidered on it. Then, when
haste slowly.
The leaf cutting bees are near relaPrince Charming comes into the story, and do not use Foley's Kidney Cure,
No. ICS.—Transposition: Tern, rent
store of useful things you will have only yourself to blame for tives of the honey and bumble bees,
No. 161).—Hidden Trees: 1. Dis-flg-ure. there is a goodly
summer results, as it positively cures all forme
M.M*K
which they closely resemble. They de- ΌΓΤΙΤ ΡΛΠΙ*.
4. ready for the trousseau. Pretty
3. Palm-istry.
2. Overwh-elm-ed.
work with dreams of a rosy future wovon of kidney and bladder diseases. F. A. rive their name from the habit you
Thr-ash-ing. 5. Re-pine. 6. Im-peach- into stitches!—Exchange.
SteOrin
Paris.
ShurtletT & Co., South
have observed of cutting out bits of
«1. 7. Sub-lime. 8. Ap-pear-aace. 9.
vens, Oxford.
leaves for their cells. The circular
Af-fir-m.
Rules for the Sick Room.
L
Ingratitude. Jaggles—"What did the pieces are for the ends of the cells and
Across
Rhomboid:
170.
No.
Ilere are a few rules of the sick room college do with the money it got from the obloug pieces for the sides. These
nardy. 2. Tares. 3. Giant 4. Prior.
the millionaire?" Waggles—"Establish- cells are usually in burrows cut into
that are worth remembering:
3.
At.
2.
H.
Down—1.
5! Speak.
Never allow a pationt to take the ed a chair of socialism."
■wood, for some of the leaf cutting bees,
7.
6.
Snip.
Rag. 4. Drip. 5. Years.
temperature himsolf. Many patients
like the carpenter bees. have the talent
Toe. 8. Ra. 9. K.
new
a
aro more knowing than nurses where
of cutting holes into wood.—St. NichoPuzzles: there is a
171.
No.
Geographical
question of temperature.
las.
Never put a hot water bottle next to
Plymouth. Denver. Richmond. Cothe skin. Its efficiency and the patient's
lumbus. Idaho. Alabama.
some
on every
JS /9V
safety are both enhanced by surrounding
Tlic Knlicht Rejoiced.
STOPS THE
the bottle with tlannel.
We believe that kissing Is an English
Never allow a patient to be waked out
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
in ancient history of
iirst sleep, either intentionally or
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure of his
New Boarder—"What's the row np- custom. We read
I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
that professor a knight who visited the Field of the case, Pease piano, 7i octave, almost new
No Cure, no Pay. accidentally.
stairs?"
a cold in one day.
Landlady—"It's
who
a
that
Never
patient
inviton
imagine
being
of hypnotism, trying to get his wife's Cloth of Gold and who
Price 25 cents.
for $185.
sleeps during the day will not sleep dur- permission to go out this evening."
ed to a local castle was addressed by
One walnut case Poole piano, almost
He—"Worth half a million, isn't ho?" ing the night. The more he sleops the
the "kynde ladye" of the establish- new, for §900, worth -$250.
She—"Yes; but otherwise he's worth- better lie will be able to sleep.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY ment. who remarked:
One second hand Ivers & Pond piano,
Never hurry or bustle.
less."
Take Laxaiûve Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
"Forasmuch as in England ye have walnut case, for $950, worth $300.
Never stand and iidget when a sick All
it
if
the
refund
money
druggists
Mothers lose their dread for "that ter- person ie talking to you. Sit down.
a custome ns that a man may
I have a nice oak case organ at Rumfails to cure.A E. W. Grove's signature such
rible second summer" when they have
Never sit where your patient cannot on each box. 25c.
kyese a woman, therefore I will that ford Falls, 11 s tope, that I will sell at a
Dr. Fowler's Extract of Wild Strawberry see you.
ye shall kysee me, and ye shall also great trade.
in the bouse. Nature's specificfor bowel
Never require a patient to repeat a
Skidmore—"I made a pretty good kysse these my maidens."
One second band Estey organ at South
complaints of every sort.
message or request. Attend at once.
bargain to-day. I sold our sideboard for
"Which thing." adds the old histo- Paris, almost now, for $55
Never judge the condition of your $30." Barring—"A good bargain I Why
rian. "ye knyghte straightway did and
Penitence lies most heavily on an
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
patient from his appearance during the you told me the price of it to you was
thereat'·
empty stomach.
stops, in nice condition, for $45·
conversation. See how he looks an hour $50." Skidmore—"Yes, that's all right; rejoyped greatly
One second hand Dyer «fe Hughe·, six
but I've never paid for it you see."
Chronic bronchial troubles and sum- afterward.
Never read a story to children if you
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
mer coughs can be quickly relieved and
that cost 1125, for $65.
During the summer kidney irregularicured by Foley's Honey and Tar. F. A. can tell it
Artificial Leather.
Never read fast to a sick person. The ties are often caused by excessive drinkOne second hand square piano, a nice
Shurtleff & Co., South Paris. Oris SteIn France old shoes are bought up In
tell it ing or being overheated. Attend to the
way to make a story short ia to
one, for $115, worth $140.
vens, Oxford.
once by using Foley's Kidney quantities by rag dealers and sold to
at
kidneys
slowly.
SEND FOR CATALOGUES.
Never confine a patient to one room if Cure. F. A. ShurtlefT & Co., South factories, where they are taken apart
The less a man knows the easier it is
Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
to convince him that he knowa it all.
and submitted to long processes which
you can obtain the use of two.
Never allow monotony in anything.—
turn them into paste, from which the
When a woman in trouble doesn't
On the first indication of
kidney Exchange.
material is transformed into an imitaBELL'IVGS BLOCK,
has
she
her
friends
"splendid
say
weep,
trouble, stop it by taking Foley's Kidtion leather, appearing much like the 4«nth Purl*.
1*fi»fnc
is
inshe
enemies
and
her
say
control,"
Household Matters.
ney Cure. F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South
finest morocco.
different.
Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
Wash oil cloth with a flannel wet with
warm water, wiping dry and rubbing it
Glut Tortoise·.
Can't be perfect health without pure
Good figures are not what they are» over afterwards with a little skim milk.
Burdock Blood Bitters makes
blood.
The giant tortoises from the Qalla*
i roused up to be.
rust
from
vessels
tin
by
placing
Keep
blood. Tones and invigorates the pagos islands in the London zoological
them near the Are on the rack of the pure
Peeled
Fir,
Wood,
whole system.
No good health unless the kidneys are
gardens are said by blologlets to be
after they have been washed and
range
lound. Foley's Kidney Cure makes the·
old.
delivered on
between 2,500 and 3,000 years
Hemlock and
wiped.
"I'll never speak to them again !" "Oh,
cidneys right F. A. Shurtleff <& Co.,
Milk that has been etanding any little
station from
$outh Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
shouldn't get as cross as that, Floscars at any railroad
time in a jug should always be carefully pu
Ox Tall Sony.
them again,
a little sie!" "No; I won't speak to
as a na- Lewiston
now
to
regarded
Ox
tall
The more sisters a man has the more poured into another jug, leaving
soup,
Bethel, the
see
and I'll tell them so every time I
at the bottom, for this portion of the
nen he feels sorry for as they get martional English dish, was first made by
them !"
often
has
and
to
milk
is
health,
injurious
led.
the very poor Huguenot refugees from coming year.
been known to cause typhoid fever.
of the
a day without Dr. France, after the revocation
to
be
3
drams
'Tisn't
safe
consists
of
tonic
hair
A
Only one remedy in the world that will I of simple in 3 ounces of lime water. Thomas' Eclectric Oil in the house. edict of Nantes, because ox tall· then
glycerine
Λ once stop itohiness of the skin In any -j
be well shaken and applied Never can tell what moment an aocident had do market value.
West Paris, March 30,1903.
>art of the body; Doan'a Ointment At> If This should
*
Is going to happen.
» at night.
60
cents.
my drag store,
to
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ONE OF THE MYSTERIES OF THAT
! ■ the remedy that every one should take I
COMPLEX ORGAN, THE BRAIN.
vhen there is anything wrong with the I
itomach. There ia no way to maintain I
1 he health and strength of mind and body I
Hhe UtTheorie. a. to the
ixoept by nourishment. There is no
Colored
InK
ray to nourish except through the stomwi»*
Tb». A.,c.r
, ich.
The stomach must be kept healthy, I
Down Alter M Kacltlne
>ure and sweet or the strength will let
No appe( lown and disease will set up.
| ite, loss of strength, nervousness, headbad breath, sour ris,

^
nothing better can be used for con- Into complicated i»i or into .pretty
i n. ,
Bob of the kaleidoscope,
etc.
sick
headache,
itipation,
Moore, Lafayette, Ind., says all others landscapes quite unknown
fripe and sickon, while DeWitt's Little Into strange
but often «s
Early Risers do their work well and easy. very hoaua
>old by F. A. Shurtleff <fc Co.
(rom tho
uply and hldeo
^ scenes
01. hni
infernal
regions,
withwhen
even
two
for
handsome
is
a
built
to make
present
A hammoc'c
very
^^
of action remindii g
out spending a very largo amount of
t isn't big enough for one.
life

Suggestions

Berlin,

EAT?| PICTURES IN THE EYE

X) YOU ENJOY WHAT YOU
If you don't your food does not do
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
rou much good.

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

DO YOU WANT IT?

ΟΛΛΛΙ I

ΚΑ IN (jrlU

nickel rails in the

QUAKER MODEL are easy
to remove as they are put

on

without bolts.
50 CtS.

D0Wn ,Bd

50 CtS.

Variety Store, Norway.

.
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